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Reproducibility Summary1

Scope of Reproducibility2

The goal of this paper is to assess the reproducibility of experiments and results in the paper ’Exacerbating Algorithmic3

Bias through Fairness Attacks’ by Mehrabi et al. (2020), from which the following claims are evaluated:4

− Claim 1: The anchoring attacks reduce the fairness of an ML model trained on the three data sets German Credit,5

COMPAS and Drug consumption.6

− Claim 2: The influence attack reduces the fairness of an ML model trained on the three data sets German Credit,7

COMPAS and Drug consumption.8

Methodology9

We used the code the authors published alongside their paper as a resource to understand the methodology of their10

experiments, which was only briefly touched upon in the original paper. Our contribution is to extrapolate the original11

method using the provided code and to use this to recreate the experiments, successfully obtaining similar results as the12

paper and supporting their claims.13

Results14

Our results followed similar patterns as those of the authors, which backs up their claims regarding the attacks. However,15

our results did slightly deviate from their results, meaning the original paper has some reproducibility issues in the16

context of our experimental setup.17

What was easy and what was difficult18

It was difficult to understand the experiments from the paper. In our specific setting it was not possible to obtain19

similar results following only the methodology of their paper. Recreating the data sets required several assumptions.20

Reorganizing the code was a challenge in and of itself, owing to a lack of documentation within the original code.21

Communication with original authors22

We had no direct contact with the authors. However, other research teams working on reproducing the same work23

provided us with a digital environment file supplied to them by the authors.24

Submitted to ML Reproducibility Challenge 2020. Do not distribute.



1 Introduction25

Recent years have seen a rising interest in algorithmic fairness, which has led to different measures and definitions for26

characterizing fairness (Dwork et al., 2012; Hardt et al., 2016; Kusner et al., 2017; Verma and Rubin, 2018; Mehrabi27

et al., 2019). Areas in which algorithmic fairness has become prevalent include predicting whether prisoners are likely28

to re-offend upon release (Duwe and Kim, 2017) or whether an individual is likely to default on a loan payment (Ereiz,29

2019).30

In ’Exacerbating Algorithmic Bias through Fairness Attacks’ by Mehrabi et al. (2020) it is claimed that machine31

learning (ML) models are not only susceptible to various malicious adversarial attacks targeting their accuracy, but also32

to those targeting the fairness of ML models. Mehrabi argues that a model’s fairness is as important as its accuracy and33

research into adversarial attacks specifically designed to attack fairness is therefore warranted. To test the robustness of34

fairness methods intended to increase the fairness of an ML model, the researchers propose two novel data poising35

attacks on fairness, those being the anchoring attack and the influence attack.36

The anchoring attack has two variations; random and non-random. The core concept is to place poisoned points near37

real data points of a data set, to skew the decision boundary of an ML model. These poisoned points are identical to38

the point they are placed close to, but with the opposite target label. The influence attack on fairness (IAF) aims to39

lower the fairness of an ML model by introducing fairness loss to the loss function. Maximizing for this loss function40

maximizes the covariance between the distance to the decision boundary and the sensitive features.41

This paper investigates the reproducibility of the research of Mehrabi et al. (2020). Additionally, their claims regarding42

the two proposed fairness attacks the fairness of a targeted ML model will be tested, analyzed, and evaluated.43

2 Scope of reproducibility44

The main contribution of Mehrabi et al. (2020) is presenting two novel fairness attacks, called (random and non-random)45

anchoring attacks and influence attacks, and showing that these attacks more negatively impact the fairness scores of46

ML models than adversarial attacks on accuracy. To reproduce to work of the the original paper, the code and altered47

versions of three data sets, German Credit, Drug Consumption and COMPAS data sets accompanying the paper, which48

is publicly available on GitHub1, are utilized. Fairness is quantified using the metrics statistical parity difference (SPD)49

(Dwork et al., 2012) and equality of opportunity difference (EOD) (Hardt et al., 2016), following the approach of50

Mehrabi et al. (2020).51

The following are the main claims made within the original paper by Mehrabi et al. (2020):52

− Claim 1: The anchoring attacks reduce the fairness of an ML model trained on the three data sets German Credit,53

COMPAS and Drug consumption.54

− Claim 2: The influence attack reduces the fairness of an ML model trained on the three data sets German Credit,55

COMPAS and Drug consumption.56

− Claim 3: Poisoning attacks designed to attack the accuracy of an ML model are not suitable as a fairness attack.57

Claim 3 will not be considered in this paper, as the original authors mention it only briefly. They only evaluated whether58

influence attacks on accuracy had any effect on a model’s fairness, without evaluating any other form of accuracy attack.59

In order to obtain results that can reject or support this claim, one would have to consider other adversarial attacks on60

accuracy, which is beyond the scope of this paper.61

To demonstrate the effectiveness of their fairness attacks, the authors compare it to a fairness attack inspired by Solans62

et al. (2020). However, to thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of the novel attacks, one would have to compare against63

multiple other concurrent works on adversarial attacks on fairness. Since we were only allocated four weeks for this64

project, this is also beyond the scope of this paper.65

The focus of this paper will thus solely be on reproducing the novel attacks introduced by Mehrabi et al. and evaluating66

claims 1 and 2.67

1https://github.com/Ninarehm/attack
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3 Methodology68

The authors’ code, provided alongside the paper, includes a clear entry point as well as the data sets used for the69

discussed experiments. However, there were several issues with reproducing the experiments, such as a reliance on70

outdated Python libraries of which the new versions are not backwards-compatible. This is likely a result of the code71

being a combination of the code of previous papers that Mehrabi et al. (2020) based their research on, which resulted72

in a lack of documentation. Furthermore, information about data pre-processing is missing from the original paper,73

causing reproducibility issues. Only the attributes and the classification goal for each data set were clearly reported.74

Additionally, the number of features we discovered in the data sets provided by the authors did not match the number of75

features described in their paper. These issues required us to make multiple assumptions as we aimed to recreate these76

modified data sets from the original raw versions. The exact nature of these assumptions is further detailed in section77

3.2. A list of all made assumptions is found in the Appendix. As a result of this obscurity regarding both the original78

method and the number of assumptions necessary to reconstruct the method, we decided not to re-implement the code79

in its entirety, instead making adjustments and additions to the original code to reproduce the original implementation.80

This is discussed in the next section.81

To increase the scalability and maintainability of the code base, the intent was to employ the PyTorch framework instead82

of the TensorFlow framework used by the original authors. However, there were no straighforward substitutions for83

some TensorFlow functions, such as tf.truncated_normal_initializer and tf.variable. This would necessitate a change84

to some of the code’s fundamental structures. As our approach is centered around utilizing the code provided by the85

authors, which, due to its complexity, required a significant amount of time to understand, there was a limited amount86

of time available for making such substantial modifications to the code.87

3.1 Model descriptions88

The model that the authors used to minimize the classification loss was not specified in the original paper. The authors’89

code, however, revealed that SciPy’s fmin optimizer2 was utilized as a minimizer for the experiments, which minimizes90

the loss by applying the Nelder-Mead algorithm (Nelder and Mead, 1965).91

A data poisoning attack (DPA) has the goal of creating poisoned data set Dp using the original clean data set Dc, such92

that the defender’s test loss function L(θ̂;Dtest) is maximized. To do so, iterative gradient steps are taken on each of93

the features of the poisoned data points Dp. The poisoned points are then projected to the feasible set Fβ to avoid being94

detected by the defender’s anomaly detector. According to the paper, as well as the algorithms in Figure 11, the feasible95

set is obtained by applying anomaly detector B; Fb ← B(Dc ∪Dp). However, the anomaly detector B is not described96

in detail. Observing the code led to the assumption that the feasible set is determined by simply projecting the data onto97

a slab in close proximity to the target, shielding the attacker from anomaly detection.98

This is not the first time that such gradient-oriented poisoning of data was implemented, as it was first explored using99

SVMs (Biggio et al., 2013), and in the following years extended to linear and logistic regression (Mei and Zhu, 2015b),100

topic modeling (Mei and Zhu, 2015a), collaborative filtering (Li et al., 2016), and neural networks (Koh and Liang,101

2017; Muñoz-González et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017). Koh and Liang (2017) called this the projected gradient ascent102

method since it calculates the gradient during training, but instead of changing the model parameters to decrease the103

loss, it poisons the data to increase the loss. This attack on accuracy can be defined as the following optimization104

problem, where ϵ is a hyperparameter discussed in section 3.4.105

max
Dp

Ladv

(
θ̂;Dtest

)
s.t. |Dp| = ϵ |Dc| with Dp ⊆ Fβ

where θ̂ = argminL (θ;Dc ∪ Dp) .

(1)

Influence Attack on Fairness (IAF) is a DPA inspired by the influence attack on accuracy (Koh and Liang, 2017) and106

the work of Zafar et al. (2015), which introduced a loss function for fair classification involving a fairness constraint,107

called decision boundary covariance. Decision boundary covariance is the covariance between the sensitive feature z,108

which is gender in this case, and the signed distance from the feature vector to the decision boundary dθ(x)).109

2https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.optimize.fmin.html
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Figure 1: The shape of the data points represents the sensitive attribute, and the color their labels. The decision boundary
is represented by the black line.

Cov(z, dθ(x)) ≈
1

N

N∑
i=1

(zi − z)dθ(xi) (2)

If class labels in the training set are correlated with one or more sensitive attributes zi
N
i=1 (e.g. gender, race), the110

percentage of samples with a certain sensitive attribute having dθ(xi) ≥ 0 may differ drastically from the percentage of111

users without this sensitive attribute value having dθ(xi) ≥ 0. The intuition behind decision boundary covariance is112

that the sensitive attributes should not determine which side of the decision boundary a point is on, and thus which113

label it receives. The left side of Figure 1 shows an instance where the sensitive attribute (shape) and assigned label114

(color) have zero covariance, indicating that the sensitive attribute has no influence on classification. On the right, the115

covariance is either extremely positive or extremely negative, indicating that the sensitive attribute does correlate with116

the classification result.117

The goal of the adversary is to maximize the covariance between z and dθ(xi), which will decrease the fairness of the118

classification. It is worth noting that this covariance can happen even if sensitive attributes aren’t utilized to construct119

the decision boundary, because sensitive attributes can be correlated with one or more of the other features.120

IAF is a variant of the influence attack by Koh et al. (2018) and Koh and Liang (2017) that includes demographic121

information. This demographic information, specifically gender, is used to decide which group is advantaged and122

disadvantaged, called Da and Dd respectively, during sampling. Similar to the convention in Koh et al. (2018), one123

positive and one negative instance are sampled uniformly at random, after which |Dc| instances are created to act as124

poisoned points Dp. The poisoned data points are inversely proportional to the class balance, such that (|D+
c |) positive125

poisoned data points are sampled from Da and (|D+
c |) negative poisoned data points are sampled from Dd, in which126

|D+
c | and |D−

c | represent the number of positive and negative points in the clean data respectively.127

The loss function of IAF, combines ℓfairness with the loss function of the influence attack, ℓacc as defined in Equation128

3, with hyperparameter λ controlling the impact of the fairness loss on the adversarial loss.129

Ladv(θ;Dtest) = ℓacc + λℓfairness where lfairness =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(zi − z)dθ(xi) (3)

Algorithm 1, as shown in Figure 11, details the implementation of this poisoning attack, using the aforementioned130

parameters.131

Anchoring Attack is another DPA and its objective is to target some points and cloud their labels with poisoned points132

with opposing labels, resulting in a skewed decision boundary. In contrast to IAF, the loss of the model is not used,133

meaning this attack can be used in combination with any model and loss function.134

A target point xtarget is sampled in one of two ways, as demonstrated in Figure 11. In the random anchoring attack135

(RAA), these anchor points are chosen uniformly at random for each demographic group, while in the non-random136

instance (NRAA) they are picked based on their popularity, which is defined as the amount of similar data points in137

their vicinity. Next, poisoned points are created and are placed in close vicinity of xtarget, resulting in them having the138

same demographic as xtarget, but the opposite label. This will skew the decision boundary, causing more advantaged139
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Figure 2: The left figure show a data set before attack and the right figure is an anchoring attack representation
displaying how poisoned points are placed in close vicinity (depicted by the large solid circle) to the target points
(Mehrabi et al., 2020)

.

points to have a predictive outcome of +1 and more disadvantaged points to have a predictive outcome of -1, as depicted140

in Figure 2.141

3.2 Data sets142

The data sets listed below were used in both the original paper’s experiment and our own. The data is split 80-20143

between the training and test set and and gender has been chosen as the sensitive attribute for each data set.144

German Credit data set3 This data set is from the UCI ML repository (Dua and Graff, 2017). It contains credit145

profiles with 20 attributes for 1000 individuals. The classification goal is to predict whether an individual has a good146

or bad credit score. The pre-processed German data provided with the paper has the same number of samples, but 58147

attributes instead of 20. Based on data exploration we made the assumption that this is the result of one-hot-encoding of148

categorical features.149

COMPAS data set4 This data set is provided by ProPublica (Larson et al., 2016). It consists of profiles with 52150

attributes such as criminal history, jail time and demographics about 7214 defendants from Broward County. In this151

case the classification goal is to predict whether an individual will re-offend within two years after being released5. The152

original paper only looked at the eight attributes specified in Table 1. The pre-processed COMPAS data provided with153

the paper has the same number of samples as the original but 16 attributes, again due to one-hot-encoding.154

Drug Consumption data set6 This data set is also from the UCI ML repository (Dua and Graff, 2017). It contains155

profiles of 1885 individuals, consisting of 32 attributes. The classification goal is to predict whether or not an individual156

has consumed cocaine at some point in their lifetime. Only the 13 attributes specified in Table 1 are used in the original157

experiments and our own. The pre-processed drug data provided with the code had 1885 samples and 13 attributes, like158

the original.159

COMPAS Drug
sex age_cat ID Age Gender SS

juv_fel_count juv_misd_count Education Country Ethnicity
priors_count c_charge_degree Nscore Escore Oscore

race juv_other_count Ascore Cscore Impulsive

Table 1: The features used for the COMPAS and Drug data set

The authors provide pre-processed versions of the aforementioned data sets without a description of the pre-processing160

methodology. As such, we made the decision to pre-process the raw data we obtained from the original sources and will161

further refer to these as the recreated data sets.162

3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/statlog+(german+credit+data)
4https://www.propublica.org/datastore/dataset/compas-recidivism-risk-score-data-and-analysis
5Therefore, COMPAS-scores-two-years.csv is the relevant data set
6https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Drug+consumption+%28quantified%29
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Our pre-processing procedure is based on data exploration of the data sets provided by the authors. To run the code,163

the sensitive feature index must be specified. Data exploration revealed that the sensitive feature indexes are 36, 4 and164

12 respectively for German, COMPAS and Drug. For the sake of simplicity, the sensitive feature is always moved to165

index 0 in the recreated data sets. Furthermore, males were represented with 0 and females with 1, as this is how they166

were labeled in the code. After finding out that the number of attributes in the recreated data set did not match the167

number of attributes of the authors’ data, it was discovered that one-hot encoding was used for categorical features,168

which could explain the reason these data sets contained more attributes than indicated in their paper. Thereafter the169

data was standardized, with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. To see whether the attribute values matched the170

attribute values of the authors’ data, all the attributes were compared and popped once they matched. This procedure171

revealed the index of the sensitive features as well. Finally, the data was shuffled as this is common practice.172

3.3 Extension173

Our contribution to the existing work is making the original paper more reproducible, by documenting how we174

reproduced the findings for their novel fairness attacks. This is done by providing the pre-processing procedure of175

the data7, which was discussed in section 3.2. Furthermore, we organized the code by removing unnecessary code176

and adding some documentation. This paper also covers all the assumptions made and information obtained from the177

code that was used to reproduce the results, shown in section 4. This is accumulated into a more comprehensive model178

description in section 3.1 and experimental setup in section 3.4.179

3.4 Experimental setup and Computational requirements180

The hyperparameters for this experiment are ϵ and λ. ϵ determines the size of the poisoned data set as a fraction181

of the clean data and λ controls the trade-off between accuracy loss and fairness loss, in the loss function of IAF;182

Ladv = ℓacc + λℓfairness.183

Statistical Parity Difference captures the difference in predictive outcome between different (advantaged and disad-184

vantaged) demographic groups. It is defined as:185

SPD = |p(Ŷ = +1|x ∈ Da)− p(Ŷ = +1|x ∈ Dd)| (4)

Equality of Opportunity Difference captures the difference in the true positive rate between different (advantaged and186

disadvantaged) demographic groups. It is defined as:187

EOD = |p(Ŷ = +1|x ∈ Da, Y = +1)− p(Ŷ = +1|x ∈ Dd, Y = +1)| (5)

As in the original paper, we evaluate the attacks by plotting accuracy and the aforementioned SPD and EOD fairness188

criteria. The model becomes more unfair as SPD and EOD get closer to 1. Despite the fact that the authors do not189

indicate the seed used in their experiment or if they averaged numerous seeds, the code revealed a default seed for each190

attack setup. In our experiment, three runs were executed for each type of fairness attack and data set. The used seeds191

for each attack and data set combination were the default seed, the default seed plus 1 and the default seed plus 2. Each192

run examined ϵ values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, with 0.1 increments. λ was set to 1.0 for all runs with IAF, like in the193

original work. Because the original results are only presented as graphs, instead of numbers, we examine the difference194

between the original and reproduced plots to assess if the reproduced results are similar to the results in the original195

paper.196

It was not specified whether the average accuracy, max accuracy or the last iteration’s accuracy was taken over multiple197

runs. We plotted the results for each instance - an example is given in Figure 6 in the Appendix - and observed that the198

last of the metrics, accuracy, SPD and EOD is most similar to the results in the original paper. Therefore, metrics of the199

last iteration are used in Section 4.200

Furthermore, the code is not optimised to utilize a GPU, so the experiments are executed on a MacBook Pro (2017)201

with a 3.3 GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5 processor and 16 GB memory. The training time was about five minutes for202

IFA with 30 to 200 iterations, less than one minute for RAA with 29 iterations and less than two minutes for NRAA203

with 29 iterations. However, the training time for NRAA on the COMPAS data set was about 90 minutes. See Table 3204

in the Appendix for further specifics regarding run times.205

7https://anonymous.4open.science/r/Fairness-C81D
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4 Results206

Figure 3: Results obtained for the novel fairness attacks using the default seed and data sets provided by Mehrabi et al.
(2020)

Figure 4: Results obtained for the novel fairness attacks using the default seed and the recreated data sets

7



4.1 Results reproducing the original paper207

The results in Figure 3 display the last iteration’s accuracy, SPD and EOD, obtained using the data provided with the208

default seed. The influence attack and both anchoring attacks are presented in the same plot. The reproduced results are209

similar to those presented by the authors, see Figure 5 in the Appendix. Because the SPD and EOD scores are relatively210

high for IAF, RAA and NRAA, the results support both claims 1 and 2 from Section 2.211

4.2 Results beyond original paper212

The results in Figure 4 display the last iteration’s accuracy, SPD and EOD of the recreated data sets, with the default213

seed. Although the results differ from the results obtained when using the data provided by the authors, the SPD and214

EOD scores are relatively high for IAF, RAA and NRAA and therefore, these results also support claim 1 and 2 in215

section 2. Furthermore, the results for the last iteration’s accuracy, SPD and EOD with different seeds for both the216

authors’ data as well as the recreated data are shown in figures 7, 8, 9 and 10.217

5 Discussion218

Upon visual inspection, the results obtained using the authors’ data sets, seen in Figure 3, are similar to those presented219

in their paper, with the graphs following similar patterns as those in the original paper. Small differences may be caused220

by our assumption that the default seed was used and not an average over various seeds. The results obtained from221

the recreated data sets, seen in Figure 4, do not appear very similar to those in the original paper. This could be the222

result of any of the assumptions that needed to be made to recreate the authors’ altered data sets, such as the assumption223

that the data had been shuffled. If any of our assumptions are incorrect, this could well explain the differences. They224

do, however, follow a similar pattern. It can thus be stated that claims 1 and 2 of the authors are supported by our225

experimental results.226

Future work could be to test the robustness of fairness methods using the novel fairness attacks. This was beyond the227

scope of the work done in Mehrabi et al. (2020), but would be a sensible next step to take, as they were designed for228

this purpose. Another way in which this work can be expanded upon is by thoroughly comparing these results to those229

of attacks on accuracy to test claim 3 as listed in Section 2. Also, these results can be compared with the results of other230

fairness attacks to better contextualize the performances of the novel attacks. Additionally, it can be of interest to test231

the fairness performance of the novel attacks on different data sets with sensitive attributes other than gender to see how232

well the attacks generalize.233

5.1 What was easy and what was difficult234

Once the digital environment was received from the authors, we were able to run the code with the provided data sets235

and obtain results similar to those given in the original paper, see Figure 4.1.236

However, the lack of documentation in the method regarding the type of model used, the data pre-processing procedure,237

a lack of details regarding SVM and hinge loss make the original paper unnecessarily time-consuming to reproduce. A238

significant amount of the information about the implementation, needed to reproduce the experiments from scratch, was239

provided by the code they released and their reference materials, such as Koh et al. (2018) and Zafar et al. (2015).240

5.2 Communication with original authors241

There was no direct communication between us and the original authors. However, we communicated with other242

research teams working on reproducing the same work and they provided us with a digital environment file supplied by243

the authors that is not publicly available. Its content is listed in the Appendix.244

6 Conclusion245

It can be concluded that the main claims of Mehrabi et al. (2020) regarding the effectiveness of their fairness attacks are246

correct. However, fully reproducing their results proved too difficult with our setup. The main obstacles we encountered247

were a lack of documentation regarding their data pre-processing and their used model. Future work would do well to248

focus on several areas, such as comparisons with other attacks or experimentation with different data sets.249
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Appendix284

List of used dependencies285

• Python 3.6286

• PIP 20.3.1287

• setuptools 19.2 (in most of the cases you have to downgrade)288

• Tensorflow 1.12.3289

• scikit-learn 0.23.1290

• tensorboard 1.12.2291

• cvxpy 0.4.11 [cvxpy 1.0+ is not backwards compatible, therefore the downgrade of setuptools]292

• CVXcanon 0.1.1293

• scs 2.1.2294

• scipy 1.1.0295

• numpy 1.16.2296

• pandas 1.1.4297

• Matplotlib 3.3.3298

• tabulate 0.8.9299

• seaborn 0.11.0300

• tqdm 4.62.3301

• IPython 7.16.1302

• pillow 8.0.1303

List of Assumptions Made304

• The seed used by the authors is the default seed observed in the code.305

• Data was shuffled before use306

• Categorical features were one-hot encoded except the sensitive feature.307

• Female is represented with the value 1 and male with the value 0.308

• Data was standardized with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1309

• Results were based on the test error, SPD and EOD of the last iteration.310

• The feasible set is assumed to be decided by simply projecting the data to a sphere or slab within the vicinity311

of the target312

Abbreviation Meaning Page
ML Machine learning 2
SPD Statistical parity difference 2
EOD Equality of oppurtunity difference 2
IAF Influence attack on fairness 2
DPA Data poisoning attack 3
RAA Random anchoring attack 3

NRAA Non-random anchoring attack 3

Table 2: Summary of Abbreviations
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Figure 5: Results obtained for different attacks (Mehrabi et al., 2020)

Figure 6: Results obtained for different attacks with different metrics: mean, max and last.
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Figure 7: Results obtained for different attacks using seed 1 and data sets provided by Mehrabi et al. (2020)

Figure 8: Results obtained for different attacks using seed 2 and data sets provided by Mehrabi et al. (2020)
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Figure 9: Results obtained for the novel fairness attacks using seed 1 and the recreated data sets

Figure 10: Results obtained for the novel fairness attacks using seed 2 and the recreated data sets
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Figure 11: Left: IAF algorithm. Right: Anchoring attack algorithm, as described in Mehrabi et al. (2020)

IAF RAA NRAA
Time (s) # iters Time (s) # iters Time (s) # iters

COMPAS 88.0 77.0 33.0 28.0 5411.0 28.0
Drug consumption 50.0 67.0 20.0 28.0 170.0 28.0
German 203.0 143.0 30.0 28.0 67.0 28.0

Table 3: Summary of time and iterations needed to run each data set
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